C-Mor™ Front Surface Mirrors

High Definition, High Reflectance
C-Mor mirrors are designed and manufactured using a special hi-tech process to provide you with the highest reflectance and definition available. Because you now have more reflective light, you can finally see more clinically! C-Mor mirrors help you find root canals, margins, and all the fine details needed during your procedures.

FEATURES

Superior reflection, sharpness and contrast, without any distortion

An optimal steady reflection spectrum of about 113% in comparison to aluminum in the wavelength field of 400-750 nm

Satin finished stainless steel surface

Absolutely resistant against all kinds of disinfection and sterilization even against refresh-products containing acids

Wide stem design

A plane design that allows no deposits

Finely polished surfaces and smoothly rounded edges

Comfortable cheek retraction

BENEFITS

Now with the same light source you can see more. Find root canals, margins, and fine details easier. Gives you a clear advantage during general dentistry, specialty procedures and microphotography documentation.

Natural colors and crystal clarity for brilliant image quality

Eliminates disturbing reflections and glares

Long lasting mirror life

Comfortable cheek retraction

Hygienic

Pleasant feel

The wide and flat stem design provides patient comfort
C-Mor Mirrors

**Brightest Image**

With about a 113% reflection factor, the C-Mor Mirror is the brightest mirror available.

**Front Surface**

The front surface of the C-Mor Mirror provides only one reflection and exact sharpness.

**See More Clinically!**

Using the same amount of light, you can now See More clinically! Find root canals, margins, and all the fine details needed during your procedures without the need for expensive lighting equipment.
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**ORDERING INFORMATION:**

Mirrors
4- #5 sized stainless steel, cone socket, High Definition, High Reflectance front surface mirror heads
EDS Cat. No. 5004-05

Mirror Handles
1- Stainless steel mirror handle
EDS Cat. No. 5001-HS

For our complete line of patented dental products please visit our website at: [www.edsdental.com](http://www.edsdental.com)